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Project Goals

◦ Digitize Samuel Johnson’s “A Dictionary of the English Language”
◦ 1755 and 1773 versions
◦ One of the most influential dictionaries

◦ Correct faulty scans and text warping

◦ Implement computer vision
◦ OpenCV

◦ Solution could be used for future document preservation
◦ Government archives, Museums, Universities



Average Page
● Guide word at top of 

column
● Definitions spanning 

each column



Parts of a 
definition
● Each orange box is an 

entry
● Yellow box is a 

headword (beings 
every entry)



Extraneous 
Information
● These parts of the 

page are to be 
excluded from the 
definition



Project Requirements 

oAnalyze each full page image for page level rotation and correct for it
oParse each page into word-level image files based on the headwords
oAnalyze the word-level images for rotation and correct for it
oCombine multi-part word images into single files of common width to 

keep text size common between the parts
oAdjust contrast and brightness of multi-part words to make the image 

more uniform
oName the resultant file based on our standard naming conventions 

and save in a directory structure arranged by edition (1755/1773) and 
beginning letter of the word



Design Approach

◦ Load image(s) into the program

◦ Split pages into left and right columns
◦ Allows for easier image dewarping

◦ Dewarp image

◦ Identify headwords at the beginning of each entry
◦ Each entry begins with a capital letter and is followed by definition

◦ Split each word into its own file
◦ If definition spans column or page stitch together

◦ Save 



Project Block 
Diagram



Program 
Execution 
Flowchart



GUI

◦ 4 Functions

- Choosing a directory

- Choosing an image

- Saving to a location

- Process the images



GUI

In this window, the 
user is able to select 

a directory of images 
to process.



GUI

In this window, the 
user is able to select 

a specific image. 

The file filter could 
also be adjusted.



Output and PyTesseract OCR

Desired output is as follows:

◦ Each definition should be cropped to include every definition for a headword.
◦ Each entry must be saved into a .tif file under the following naming system:

◦ So a complete file name would be “f1755-abacus.tif”.

◦ Multiple definitions would be appended with a “-#”, # = occurrence

◦ PyTesseract will be used to read the headword and name the files as such.



File Naming Successes



Image Dewarping

◦ Two processes of the dewarping algorithm
◦ Text span detection
◦ Image remapping



Image 
Dewarping 
cont.
• Identify contours
• Connects the 

contours into spans



Image 
Dewarping 
cont.
• Identify keypoints 

of text and apply 
coordinate remap



Image 
Dewarping 
cont.
● Left is without 

rotation before 
dewarping

● Right has rotation 
applied before 



Successes and Difficulties

◦ Successes:
◦ Open source software solution

◦ Worked well without modification
◦ Easy to modify

◦ Difficulties:
◦ Getting started

◦ Minimal knowledge
◦ Many programs found did not work

◦ Debugging



Column Cropping

◦ Before cropping the dictionary entries, the columns 
must be cropped to reduce errors.

◦ Any excess whitespace and unwanted text (page 
numbers, guide words) is removed in this stage.

◦ Cropping the columns also provides us with the 
width of the definitions.

◦ The page on the right will be used as an example 
throughout this section.



Otsu’s Thresholding and Binarization   → Dilation to find contours   → Accept contours if they are large enough



Entry Cropping

How can the entries be isolated? Unique features.

◦ Unindented text is either a headword or a number 
denoting a new definition. 

◦ Headwords are always capital letters only, except 
for when it starts with “To” (with other minor 
exceptions).

◦ Headwords are sometimes written in a larger font.
◦ Entries always span from the top of one headword 

to the top of the next. (Obvious, but necessary for 
determining bounding boxes. The width of the 
definitions is already determined through the 
column cropping.) 



The first prototype for cropping the entries takes the very left side of a column and 
compares the size of everything there to determine if it is:

◦ A capital letter (A headword)
◦ A number (Additional definitions for a previous headword)

Challenges with this include some numbers being too large and some headwords 
being too small. This can be caused by a number of things including:

◦ The page was not flat on the scanner during the scanning process.
◦ Thresholding either including additional specks (shown on the 1), or failing to 

properly threshold a letter due to brightness of the image.
◦ The dewarping process modifying the size of the text.

Entry Cropping



Total Headwords 
and Numbers

Correctly Determined 
Headwords

Correctly Determined 
Numbers

False Negative 
Headwords

False Positive 
Numbers

97 49 30 11 7

Total Correct Total Incorrect Success Rate

79 18 81.4%

Data on Entry Cropping
These results are from testing on five different (and fairly straight) columns.



PyTesseract Entry Cropping

Initial ideas for PyTesseract involved applying it to the thin columns of text to determine whether the 
character is a capital letter or a number. However, PyTesseract does not work well when given the thin 
column of text.

Our next idea was to feed PyTesseract the entire cropped column, and have it determine if the letter is far 
enough to the left, and if it is a capital letter. (Close to what was done before, but we let PyTesseract have 
the entire column.)

PyTesseract training can be done for the specific font used by the dictionary.

Results from testing on the same five columns as before:

Total Headwords Total Correct Total Incorrect Success Rate

61 59 2 96.7%



Entry Cropping Precision

◦ Knowing where the headwords are is only the first step to the problem, as cropping based on the 
headword will cut off any letters that are higher on the same line. 

◦ Once a headword is found, the entire line must be checked to determine where the highest point is.
◦ Similarly, the end of the definition must be checked to determine where the lowest point in the 

definition is.



Image Stitching

•Not every entry in the book remains on a single page or column.
•To account for this, we have need of a stitching program to take two 
different pages and combine a cropped image from both



Image Stitching

•This will be done by adding onto the first image file. As the entry is 
cropped it will save into this file when it reaches the end of the entry, 
page, or column. If it is the end of the page it will repeat this process for 
the next page or column.



Brightness Manipulation

•Not all the pages retained the same background color through the 
years
•Some page backgrounds were darkened enough during scanning to 
hurt readability



Brightness Manipulation

By adjusting the contrast on these pages we can achieve a more 
uniform background while making pages easier to read



Unsharp masking

● To improve the readability of pages with blurring we use a technique called unsharp masking
● This creates a blurred copy of the image and applies it as a negative to sharpen the image



Complete image enhancement

•Several pages have discolorations on them
•our program reduces this along with other noise elements to improve 
readability
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